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What's the question and why is it 
important?
At stake is whether:

● the labour theory of value holds as an empirically observable law,

● Marxists should proceed along the the line of the ‘textual analysis’ 

approach of Kliman, or base theory on what is empirically testable

Here we will explain what the competing claims of the Kliman school and the 

empirical Marxists are with respect to the laws governing prices and profits 



What evidence would answer the 
question?
We argue that 

● if the labour theory of value is true...

● … then the price of the output of an industry will be 

largely determined by the direct and indirect labour 

required to produce it



Empirical strength 
of the Labour 
Theory of Value



The key evidence 

We think that there are three key pieces of empirical 

evidence that a verifiable theory of value needs to account 

for:

1. The strong correlation between the money value and 

labour content of industries’ outputs

2. Other inputs – oil, electricity, etc – show much weaker 

correlations

3. Rates of profit are lower in capital-intensive industries



1. Strong correlations

Country Year Money value to 

labour correlation

Author

Japan 2000 98% Zachariah

Sweden 2000 96% Zachariah

USA 1987 97% Cottrell & Cockshott

UK 1984 95% Cottrell & Cockshott

Greece 1970 94% Tsoulfidis & 

Maniatis

Many other studies by Shaikh, Petrovic, Frölich, etc



2. Other value bases do not work well

Input Money value vs Input content correlation 

Agricultural 19%

Chemical 47%

Fuel 54%

Energy 72%

Labour 96%

Data from Sweden Zachariah, Dave. "Labour value and equalisation of profit rates: a multi-

country study." Indian Development Review 4.1 (2006): 1-21.



3. Profit rates low in 
capital intensive 
industries

Industries with a high capital to labour 

ratio have a low rate of profit.

If the rate of surplus value s/v were 

constant, then the rate of profit will be 

small when v/K is small

Line r1 is profit rate line under equal rate 

of surplus value

Line r2 is the equal profit rate line
Data for Sweden. Zachariah, Dave. "Labour value and 

equalisation of profit rates: a multi-country study." Indian 

Development Review 4.1 (2006): 1-21.



3. Profit rates low 
in capital intensive 
industries

This is similar data for the USA, Cockshott, Paul, and Allin Cottrell. 

"Does Marx need to transform?." Marxian economics: a reappraisal. 

Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998. 70-85..

Industries with a high capital to 

labour ratio have a low rate of 

profit.

If the rate of surplus value s/v were 

constant, then the rate of profit will 

be small when v/K is small

Line r1 is profit rate line under 

equal rate of surplus value

Line r2 is the equal profit rate line



Law of value as an 
emergent property



Law of value as an emergent 
property

How do the these material conditions of social production 

affect prices and profits of decentralized firms?

final pricedirect + indirect 

labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

?



Law of value as an emergent 
property

Consider a firm that produces using only labour and no inputs

Then requirements impinge on firms via their wage costs

final pricedirect labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

wage costs



Law of value as an emergent 
property

Real firms use inputs goods, whose costs are themselves 

prices set by other firms

final pricedirect + indirect

labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

wage costs

input costs



Law of value as an emergent 
property

Effect of labour value on price formation is mediated via 

integrated cost structure of a market economy

final pricedirect + indirect 

labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

wage costs

input costs



Kliman’s objection



Kliman’s claims

The economist Andrew Kliman has put forward an alternative 

theory, which he claims to have arrived at on the basis of a 

textual analysis of Marx’s writings.

Furthermore, he claims that:

● there is no valid evidence for the money value of industries’ 

outputs being correlated with the labour values of their 

outputs.

● the classical-Marxian labour theory of value, as understood 

by previous economists, is invalid



Why is this important

Kliman follows the mistake of Ricardo and Marx in assuming 

that the rate of profit can be taken to be equal across capitals

He puts all his effort into trying to construct a theory 

consistent with equalized rates of profit

But there is no evidence of profit rate equalization tendency 

since actual profit rates decrease with capital intensity!



Labour value only answer

Only the labour theory of value from vol. 1 and 2 is 

compatible with the observation that capital-intensive 

industries earn low rates of profit

No profit-rate equalization type theory can explain this 

empirical observation



Kliman’s spurious correlation 
argument
Kiliman says that the correlations between price and value 

are spurious side-effects of industry size

‘Big’ industries have large outputs in both labour value and 

money value senses

Kliman claims that one must adjust or ‘control’ for industry 

‘size’



How do we measure size?

Is it 

● land area used?

● employment?

● energy use?

● mass of output?

● costs of output?



Which is bigger?

The silicon chip industry or the marble 

industry?



Which is bigger?

In mass terms, the marble industry



Which is bigger?

In mass terms, the marble industry

But in money terms , in labour terms?



Other value bases: Swedish data

If there was an independent ‘size’ that was confounding price-

value correlations, then price would correlate just as well with 

chemical input, agricultural input, or any other input

Input Money value vs Input content 

correlation 

Agricultural 19%

Chemical 47%

Labour 96%



Other value bases: UK data
Alternative inputs predict market prices output very poorly 

compared to labour

If labour correlation were merely consequence of ‘size’, 

alternative inputs would also predict prices well



Kliman’s suggestion: size as costs

The classical-Marxian labour theory of value predicts that if 

industry outputs require lots of direct + indirect labour time, 

then they will also have high money value

Kliman says to evaluate this effect of labour value on price, 

we must control for industry ‘size’ in terms their costs



Remark: Controlling for 
confounding variables

To study the effect of alcohol consumption and crime in cities, 

we must control or adjust for population size

number of 

crimesamount of alcohol 

consumed

population

size



Remark: mediating variables

earningssex

child rearing

Children are a mediating variable. Controlling for mediating 

variables blocks causal pathways that we wish to study.



Remark: mediating variables

Plot from Kleven et al. 

“Children and gender 

inequality: evidence from 

Denmark”, NBER Working 

paper 2018

Controlling for mediating variable would remove this effect 

and lead to invalid inference about real social process!



Costs are mediating variables

Controlling for costs blocks the causal pathways through 

which labour value affects decentralized firms

final price
direct + indirect 

labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

wage costs

input costs



Costs are mediating variables

Kliman’s attempt to control for costs removes the effect and 

leads to invalid causal inferences!

final price
direct + indirect 

labour 

requirements

supply/demand, etc

wage costs

input costs



Kliman’s attempts to 
control for costs



Kliman’s formula

W is ‘value’ as Kliman believes it is 

defined

P is actual price

The variable k is total costs, equivalent 

to Marx’s (c+v)

s is the imputed surplus value and π is 

the actual profit

P.198, in Kliman (2007)

Note: W is not how classical-Marxian labour values are defined



Kliman’s 
implication

How does one naturally control or adjust for the additive cost k?

Clearly, we must subtract it and see if (W-k) correlates with (P-k)

That is, see if surplus value s correlates with profit π

Let us ignore Kliman’s incorrect 

formula for value and look at his 

implication



Try it and see

Indeed, we find a strong correlation 

between profit and imputed surplus 

value, as predicted by vol. 1 of Capital

Plot is on logarithmic scale, but the 

correlation was done directly on the 

data

Correlation 71.5%



Kliman’s attempt 
to control for cost

But Kliman does not follow his own 

formula

Instead he wants to control for costs by 

dividing P and W by costs k



Kliman’s division 
method

But Kliman does not follow his own 

formula

Instead he wants to control for costs by 

dividing P and W by costs k

Division only makes sense if we do not

assume an additive relation

W = k + s

but rather a multiplicative relation

W = k  x  (1 + ratio)



Kliman’s division 
method

But Kliman does not follow his own 

formula

Instead he wants to control for costs by 

dividing P and W by costs k

Division only makes sense if we do not

assume an additive relation

W = k + s

but rather a multiplicative relation

W = k  x  (1 + ratio)

But what could this ratio be?



Kliman’s division 
method

For price, division makes 

sense since π/k is rate of 

profit, but not for surplus 

value

Since s = s’ x v

Not s = s’ x k

Where s’ is rate of surplus 

value

Controlling via division by k in his own 

model  W=k+s yields:

W/k  = (1 + s/k)

P/k = (1 + π/k)

Kliman claims real price-value 

correlation should persist after dividing 

by k



Kliman’s division 
method

His strawman: should have 

same correlation between 

flow profit rates and surplus 

value per unit of cost

No reason to believe this is 

true!

But Kliman’s conclusions 

rests on a more 

fundamental mistake

Controlling via division by k in his own 

model yields:

W/k  = (1 + s/k)

P/k = (1 + π/k)

Kliman claims real price-value 

correlation should persist after dividing 

by k



Kliman’s 
elementary 
mistake

In logarithmic scale, division by k 

corresponds to subtraction:

log P  – log k 

and

log W – log k 

Illustration using synthetic data



Kliman’s 
elementary 
mistake

Given a regression decomposition of 

price:

log P = log W  +  error

(see red data along solid line)

Kliman then subtracts log k from price 

and value (blue data)



Kliman’s 
elementary 
mistake

After subtraction, Kliman believes the 

following regression decomposition:

log P – log k = b’( log W – log k ) + error’

should give a slope b’ = 1 (same line)

If not, he claims the relation is spurious. 

This is supposedly an ‘uncontested’ fact



Kliman’s 
elementary 
mistake

After subtraction, Kliman believes the 

regression decomposition should yield 

the same slope b’ = 1

But the standard textbook result

b’ =  cov[ log P/ k,  log W/k ] / var[ log W/k 

]

shows slope not same in general and can 

even be negative!

Disproves Kliman’s claim in one stroke



Conclusions
1. Labour theory of value is backed up by empirical

evidence

2. Kliman cannot account for low profit rates in capital-

intensive sectors

3. Kliman’s idea of ‘controlling’ for costs blocks precisely 

the causal pathways through which the law can emerge 

and leads to invalid inferences

4. Implications of controlling for cost counter Kliman’s own 

conclusions



Kliman’s theory of 
value, price and 
profit
– a critique
Cockshott, Cottrell, Zachariah



Kliman’s theory of 
value



Summary of value theory

Kliman divides time into discrete ‘periods’ and then defines:

value = direct labour  +  past input costs / past MELT

where

● costs = using temporal prices that equalize profit rates

● MELT = monetary expression of labour time



Summary of value theory

Kliman’s MELT is defined using gross product of economy:

Current MELT = ( current price of gross product )  / 

( value of gross product )



Summary of value theory

Kliman’s MELT is defined using gross product of economy:

Current MELT = ( current price of gross product )  / 

( total labour  +  past input costs / past 

MELT )

Recursive definition requires an initial MELT and initial prices



Problems with value theory
1. Kliman’s definition of ‘value’ depends on price and does 

not match average labour-time requirements in 

production

2. There is no way to determine to determine an initial

MELT in a real capitalist economy

3. Depends on profit-rate equalizing prices with properties 

that contradict Kliman’s own claims (more on this later)



Kliman’s theory of 
profit rates



Summary of theory of profit rate
All flow profit rates in economy simultaneously equalize to 

aggregate rate profit rate:

Note: Ignoring here problems with Kliman’s MELT and assuming it is somehow 

given

Kliman & McGlone, “A Temporal 

Single-System Interpretation of 

Marx’s Value Theory”, Rev. Pol. 

Econ. 1999

Aggregate 

costs
Aggregate 

‘surplus 

value’



Summary of theory of profit rate
All flow profit rates simultaneously equalize to aggregate 

rate:

Using equalizing prices, Kliman claims:

A. Profit rate determined by aggregate surplus labour

B. Profit rate can fall by labour-saving technical change 

C. Profit rate depends on productivity in luxury goods 

sector

Kliman & McGlone, “A Temporal 

Single-System Interpretation of 

Marx’s Value Theory”, Rev. Pol. 

Econ. 1999



Evaluating Kliman’s claims
Evaluate the equalized profit rate in a simple economy:

● Three commodities: steel, grain and sugar

● All sectors use some steel and labour

● Workers consume only grain so that sugar is a luxury 

good

Note: Corresponds to Dept I, IIa and IIb in Capital vol. 2



A. Determination by surplus 
labour?

Samuelson showed:

Profit rate can be predetermined without any reference to 

surplus labour, under profit-equalizing equilibrium prices

Kliman claims:

Not true, under his profit-equalizing temporal prices



A. Determination by surplus 
labour?

Evaluating profit rate in simple economy with three goods 

(steel, grain, sugar) over time

Black line: Profit rate evaluated using 

Kliman’s prices

Red dashed line: Profit rate predicted by 

Sraffa’s theory



A. Determination by surplus 
labour?

Trajectory of Kliman’s profit rate is determined by material 

conditions á la Sraffa. Thus surplus labour is redundant.



A. Determination by surplus 
labour?

Trajectory of Kliman’s profit rate is determined by material 

conditions á la Sraffa. Thus surplus labour is redundant.

Structural change at period 10:

Real wage is lowered by 5% and profit 

rate converges to level determined by 

Sraffa’s theory



B. Labour-saving technology?

Okishio showed:

Cost-reducing labour saving technical change cannot

systematically lower profit rate, under profit-equalizing 

equilibrium prices

Kliman claims:

Not true, under his profit-equalizing temporal prices



B. Labour-saving technology?

Structural change at period 10:

Productivity in steel sector is doubled

Kliman only looks at profit rate in the period of change ...



B. Labour-saving technology?

Structural change at period 10:

Productivity in steel sector is doubled

… but the trajectory of his profit rate is determined by 

material conditions á la Sraffa.



B. Labour-saving technology?

Structural change at period 10:

Productivity in steel sector is doubled

Okishio proved that cost-reducing labour-saving technical 

change in basic sector will always raise Sraffian profit rate



B. Labour-saving technology?

Structural change at period 10:

Productivity in steel sector is doubled

Consequently Kliman’s profit rate will inexorably rise to a 

higher level á la Sraffa.



C. Productivity and luxury goods?

Sraffa showed:

Productivity in luxury good sector cannot systematically alter 

profit rate, under profit-equalizing equilibrium prices

Kliman claims:

Not true, under his profit-equalizing temporal prices



C. Productivity and luxury goods?

Structural change at period 10:

Productivity in sugar sector is doubled

Sraffa proved his aggregate profit rate will be unaffected by 

productivity in luxury good sectors



C. Productivity and luxury goods?

Structural change at period 10:

Steel usage in sugar sector is cut in half

Sraffa proved his aggregate profit rate will be unaffected by 

productivity in luxury good sectors



C. Productivity and luxury goods?

Consequently Kliman’s profit rate can never systematically 

change by changes in luxury goods sector á la Sraffa.



Problems with profit rate theory
None of Kliman’s central claims:

A. Profit rate determined by aggregate surplus labour

B. Profit rate can fall by labour-saving technical change 

C. Profit rate depends on productivity in luxury goods 

sector

are valid because trajectory of his profit rate is determined by 

material conditions á la Sraffa



Kliman’s theory of 
prices



Summary of theory of prices
Current prices in entire economy formed as

Note: Ignoring here problems with Kliman’s MELT and assuming it is somehow 

given

Kliman & McGlone, “A 

Temporal Single-System 

Interpretation of Marx’s Value 

Theory”, Rev. Pol. Econ. 

1999

Past costs

Equalized 

profit rate



Problems with profit-rate 
equalizing prices
Kliman, like Samuelson and bourgeois critics of the labour 

theory of value, assumes a simultaneous equalization of profit 

rates

But

1. The actual dispersion of profit rates is wide

2. Profit rates are inversely related to capital intensity

3. Kliman’s temporal prices are determined by Sraffa’s 

equilibrium prices (which Kliman rejects!)



Wide profit rate 
dispersion

All transformation theories, including 

Kliman’s, predict that dispersion of 

profit rates  should be narrower than 

dispersion of profit share in value 

added

The opposite is the case

Figures for the UK from Cottrell and 

Cockshott, ‘Does Marx need to 

Transform’, 

Variable Formula Coefficient of variation

Profit rate S/(C+V) 60%

Profit share S/(S+V) 42%



Profit rates and capital intensity

Like Samuelson, Kliman assumes that the rate of return on 

capital in industries with a high organic composition is the 

same as in those with a low organic composition.

In fact the rate of return is systematically lower in industries 

with a high organic composition.

Only a labour theory of value can explain this observation.



Profit rates lower in 
capital intensive 
industries

Kliman’s theory requires profit rate 

distribution to be narrow and the same 

irrespective of capital intensity.

In fact the reverse is the case.

Line r1 is profit rate line under equal rate 

of surplus value

Line r2 is the equal profit rate line

Data for Sweden. Zachariah, Dave. "Labour value and 

equalisation of profit rates: a multi-country study." Indian 

Development Review 4.1 (2006): 1-21.



Determination by Sraffa’s 
equilibrium prices

Black line: Kliman’s prices

Red dashed line: Sraffian 

‘simultaneist’ prices, using 

numeraire to match sum of 

prices

Evaluating prices in simple economy with three goods (steel, 

grain, sugar) over time



Determination by Sraffa’s 
equilibrium prices

Trajectory of Kliman’s relative prices is determined by 

material conditions á la Sraffa.



Kliman’s prices 
block reproduction



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

Produces means 

of production



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

Produces wage 

goods



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

Produces 

luxuries for 

capitalists



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Total output of means 

of production must 

balance total use of 

means of production



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Total output value of 

wage goods  must 

balance total wages 

paid



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Total surplus value 

must equal value of 

capitalist consumer 

goods



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Value of wages in dept I must 

equal value of consumption of 

constant capital in section IIa



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Value of wages in sector I 

must equal value of 

consumption of constant 

capital in sector IIa

Profit in sector I must equal 

consumption of constant 

capital in sector IIb



A Vol II style reproduction scheme

Sector c v s living labour

total 

output 

value

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r 23.53%

surplus 

value 

rate 0.5

All quantities assume prices = labour values

There are a set of necessary constraints that Marx shows are 

required for reproduction without accumulation

Value of wages in sector I 

must equal value of 

consumption of constant 

capital in sector IIa

Profit in sector I must equal 

consumption of constant 

capital in sector IIb

Surplus in sector IIa must 

equal wages in sector IIb



What is involved in reproduction

1. It must reproduce the material conditions of production 
a. Allocation of means of production

b. Reproduction of the working class by consumption

2. It must reproduce the property relations of production
a. At the end of the cycle all money capital must return to the 

capitalist class

b. And the working class must be left with no money forcing them to 

sell their labour in the next period.



Apply the TSSI transformation

Sector c v s

living 

labour

total 

output 

value

Kliman

s pi

Klimans 

output 

price

Rate pf 

profit in 

money

price per 

unit value

Excess 

supply 

relative to 

previous 

demand

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300 £63 £329 23.53% 1.10 £29

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267 £47 £247 23.53% 0.93 -£20

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133 £24 £124 23.53% 0.93 -£10

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r

23.5

3%

surplu

s 

value 

rate 0.5
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What does this imbalance mean?



Apply the TSSI transformation

Sector c v s

living 

labour

total 

output 

value

Kliman

s pi

Klimans 

output 

price

Rate pf 

profit in 

money

price per 

unit value

Excess 

supply 

relative to 

previous 

demand

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300 £63 £329 23.53% 1.10 £29

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267 £47 £247 23.53% 0.93 -£20

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133 £24 £124 23.53% 0.93 -£10

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 £700

Profit rate r

23.5

3%

surplu

s 

value 

rate 0.5

What does this imbalance mean?

Workers have more in wages than the 

transformed price of the wage goods



Wages > price of wage goods

Two alternatives:

1. Faced with excess demand, capitalists in section IIa just 

raise prices back up to the values.

2. Capitalists deliberately hold prices down then:
a. Money capital flows from the capitalists to the working class each 

cycle

b. The capitalists have insufficient funds to continue operation and 

the economy shrinks.



Even after multiple iterations
Supply

Sector c v profit living labour total output value

profit 

equalising 

output price

price to 

value ratio

supply -

demand profit rate

I £252 £67 £59 100 £300 £378 £1.26 £42 18.64%

IIa £56 £133 £35 200 £267 £225 £0.84 -£42 18.65%

IIb £28 £67 £18 100 £133 £112 £0.84 £0 18.65%

Total demand £337 £267 £112 400

Even if we run the Kliman transformation process for multiple cycles till the prices stabilise, the economy 

is still unbalanced.

Wages are still higher than the sales of wage goods, and total demand for capital goods is below the 

notional selling price.

Kliman’s prices are not reproduction compatible!



How does Kliman avoid this

1. He redefines when payments are made to hide the 

problem

2. He surreptitiously adjusts the money wage each time 

step to bring it into alignment with the new price of 

necessities.



When are workers paid?

Were you paid on the 1st of January 

for the work you were going to do in 

January?

Or did you work first and then get 

paid at the end of the month?

The capitalist buys the labour-power before 

it enters into the process of production, but 

pays for it only at stipulated times, after it 

has been expended in the production of use-

values. He owns, together with the 

remainder of the value of the product, also 

that portion of it which is only an equivalent 

for the money expended in the payment of 

labour-power, that portion of the value of 

the product which represents variable 

capital. In this portion of value the labourer 

has already supplied the capitalist with the 

equivalent of his wages. (Capital II p 402)



Timeline of Starbucks worker

Jan 1

She is 

hired at 

agreed 

wage

She serves coffee for starbucks

Starbucks sell the coffee

Jan 31 

she gets 

paid

Feb 1

She serves coffee for starbucks 

again

£ £
£

£

£

£

Banks 

profit

£ £

Spends what she earned 

in January

All spent



Kliman’s assumption

He assumes that worker is paid on 

1st of month for work not yet done.

Goods made in January are bought 

with February wages paid on 1st of 

February

In reality your purchases in February 

have to be done out of your January 

wages.



Kliman’s assumption

He assumes that worker is paid on 

1st of month for work not yet done.

Goods made in January are bought 

with February wages paid on 1st of 

February

Why does he assume this?

In his examples he reduces the 1st 

February wage, across the whole 

economy, to be exactly enough to 

buy the January goods at his 

transformed prices.



Objections

❖ Payment before work done
➢ Counter factual

❖ Money wages reduced
➢ Why should they fall?

➢ He gives no justification for it or economic mechanism to bring it about.

➢ How do the employers across the whole economy know just what money wage 

reduction will be needed to bring about an equal rate of profit in Dept IIa?

➢ This is only something that could be achieved by economic pre- planning, not 

by the market



Proposed mechanism

But transformed prices are not 

meant to be the result of socialist 

planning.

They are supposed to come from 

capitalist competition.



Proposed mechanism

But transformed prices are not 

meant to be the result of socialist 

planning.

They are supposed to come from 

capitalist competition.

Capital moves out of unprofitable to 

more profitable areas.

This creates a supply shortage in the 

unprofitable area allowing prices to 

rise until rates of profit are equal.



Proposed mechanism

But transformed prices are not 

meant to be the result of socialist 

planning.

They are supposed to come from 

capitalist competition.

Capital moves out of unprofitable to 

more profitable areas.

This creates a supply shortage in the 

unprofitable area allowing prices to 

rise until rates of profit are equal.

But could this work?



What Kliman 
needs

Higher prices in Sector I

£300 -> £329

Lower wages for next period

Down from £0.67 to £0.62

Untransformed reproduction

Sector c v s labour value price

i £200.00 £67.00 £62.63 100 300 £329.63

iia £67.00 £133.00 £46.91 200 267 £246.91

iib £33.00 £67.00 £23.46 100 133 £123.46

totals £300.00 £267.00 £133.00

profit 0.23 new wage £0.62

Kliman Transformed table

Sector c v s labour value Profit rate

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300 12.50%

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267 33.33%

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133 33.33%

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 23.53%

wage £0.67



What would 
actually happen 

Suppose capitalists in Sector I transfer 

£12 to the more profitable IIa,IIb

Because the organic composition of 

capital differs in the two sectors the 

effect is to increase the demand for 

labour power by £5 and reduce 

demand for means of production by £5

Untransformed reproduction

Sector c v s labour value Profit rate

I £200 £67 £33 100 £300 12.50%

IIa £67 £133 £67 200 £267 33.33%

IIb £33 £67 £33 100 £133 33.33%

Total used £300 £267 £133 400 23.53%

wage £0.67

transfers c v total

from I £9.00 £3.00 £12.00

to IIa £2.67 £5.33 £8.00

to IIb £1.33 £2.67 £4.00

Change in demand -£5.00 £5.00



What would 
actually happen 

Because the organic composition of 

capital differs in the two sectors the 

effect is to increase the demand for 

labour power by £5 and reduce 

demand for means of production by £5

Previously 400 hours was paid £267

Now wage expenditure rises to £272

For the same labour supply

transfers c v total

from I £9.00 £3.00 £12.00

to IIa £2.67 £5.33 £8.00

to IIb £1.33 £2.67 £4.00

Change in demand -£5.00 £5.00

We get higher wages 

not the lower wages 

Kliman needs!



Conclusion

Klimans theory of price is:

● Contradicted by the empirical evidence

● Relies on fudging his tables to produce balances

● The only suggested mechanism would produce the 

opposite effect to what he suggests



OTHER



Information theory and science

A scientific theory provides information economy.

It gives us a short formula that predicts what will happen in 

multiple cases.

This is what we mean by a scientific law.



Example: wealth 
distribution law

Econophysics research has shown that 

the probability P  of someone being 

very rich follows a power law like

P = c x-1.5

Where x is their wealth and c is a 

constant. Negative exponent varies 

between countries.

Chatterjee, Arnab, et al. "Social inequality: from data to statistical 

physics modeling." Journal of Physics: Conference Series. Vol. 638. 

No. 1. IOP Publishing, 2015.



Law of value

This says that money value of a 

sectors output is a linear function 

of the number of person years 

required - directly or indirectly to 

produce it, so on a log log graph it 

takes the form

£ = c x+1

Where x is the person years required, 

and c is a constant
As computed for the UK 1998, in my previous videos



Form of these laws

These laws take the form

Y = f(x)

So that it explains Y ( price ) in terms of something else that is 

empirically observable x ( labour used)



Form of Kliman’s law

Kliman’s price law takes the functional form

Pt = f( Lt, Pt-1)

So price at time t is explained by labour input at time t and 

prices at time t-1



Informational inefficiency

This theory involves a net information loss

Compared to the labour theory we have to feed in an 

additional vector of prices

These contain as much information as the answer we get out

So no net information compression



Room for such a theory

It is valid to construct a theory of Kliman’s form if you want to 

explain the rate of change of prices per unit time.

Such a theory would be of the form of a dynamical law like

The rate of change of price is a function of price and labour 

use



But Kliman does not do this

Kliman does not construct a dynamical law

There is no calculus in his theory

There is no attempt to validate a dynamical law against 

observations

Not even a theoretical attempt to show that dynamic 

processes among distributed agents would yield a uniform 

rate of profit.



Unclear this is even possible

There is controversy as to whether it is even possible for a 

dynamical process to yield profit-equalising prices as 

demanded by a hypothetical Kliman dynamical law. 

See work of Dupertius and Sinha(1), and Cockshott (2)

(1) Dupertuis, Michel-Stéphane, and Ajit Sinha. "A Sraffian critique of the classical notion of 

centre of gravitation." Cambridge Journal of Economics 33.6 (2009): 1065-1087.

(2) Cockshott, W. Paul. "Sraffa's Reproduction Prices Versus Prices of Production: Probability 

and Convergence." World Review of Political Economy 8.1 (2017): 35-55.

.



Steedman’s objection



How to measure closeness

We are dealing with two vectors - a vector of industry sales p

and a vector of labour contents v

There are multiple ways of comparing two vectors but we 

think that the Pearson correlation fine for this purpose.



Sunshine and 
temperature

Graph from Euan Mairns The link between sunshine and temperature based on UK climate records since 1933

http://euanmearns.com/the-link-between-sunshine-and-temperature-based-on-uk-climate-records-since-1933/

Suppose we want to see if how much 

sunshine affects temperature.

Does an increase in sunshine correlate 

with an increase in temperature?

Do  sunshine hours and temperature 

vectors point the same way?

This is homologous to the money 

value/labour content comparison 

problem



Digression on measurement

When we say correlation we mean what is properly called 

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient

Lets break this down to see how it works.



Angle measure

We start by measuring angles,

A big angle means two things are 

widely separated

A small one means they are close 

together



Cosine measure

Cosine of an angle measures how 

similar in direction two points on a 

circle are.

If the points coincide the cosine =1

If they are at right angles the 

cosine=0

Correlation is derived from this



Point of interest

If you have two unit vectors y,z, ie vectors of length 1 , we can 

compute their cosine as 

∑ yi × zi



Cosine to 
correlation

From the previous graph, the R2 

or correlations between sunshine 

and temperature is 0.8, which is 

strong.

Diagramatically we have this.

The sunshine and temperature 

vectors are at a 36 degree angle



Problems

● We want this to work whether: 

● we use fahrenheit or centigrade temperatures -

different zeros and units

● sunshine is in hours or minutes - different units

● So we want a measure that is scale invariant and offset 

invariant



Solutions

To deal with different zeros we express all measurements 

relative to the means for temperature and sunshine

To deal with different units, we scale the vectors by their 

respective lengths to convert them into unit vectors.

Now let’s look at the formula for correlation again



Components

Cosine formula ∑ yi × zi



Components

Compensate for different zeros by subtracting the means. The 

bar says mean



Components

The Pythagoras formula for the length of a vector 



Net effect

We scale by the lengths of the two deviation vectors to 

compensate for different units

This gives us two unit vectors to which the cosine formula 

applies

So correlation coefficient is independent of the units used and 

the zero points of our scales.



Background

Earliest studies by Petrovic and Ochoa used mean absolute 

deviations of price to value.

These were criticised by Steedman and Tomkin  (Cambridge Journal 

of Economics, Volume 22, Issue 3, 1 May 1998, Pages 379–385, ) where they 

said that these measures are not scale invariant. Steadman 

and Tomkin in effect proposed using the coefficient of 

variation in the $ per labour input ratios of different 

industries.  

In effect this is a tangent as opposed to a cosine measure.



Pearson coefficient sound

The Pearson correlation already has built in to it 

compensation for the numeraire ( in our example centigrade 

or fahrenheit). 

It therefore does not suffer from the biases that Steedman 

criticises.


